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Featured Application: The potential application of this work lies in the ability to monitor the
highest frequencies evoking an otoacoustic emission to assess basal cochlear health in newborns
receiving ototoxic treatments.

Abstract: Distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) elicited with high-frequency (HF;
up to 16 kHz) stimuli are measurable and repeatable in normal-hearing adults and children, adult
patients, and are sensitive to ototoxic insults in adults. However, objective tests for monitoring basal
cochlear function in those too young to respond subjectively need to be developed. DPOAE levels
recorded at frequencies <10 kHz are well characterized, but DPOAE levels measured up to 16 kHz do
not exist for newborns. The goal of the current study is to determine if HF DPOAEs are measurable
and repeatable in newborns. DPOAEs were measured from 2–16 kHz (f2/f1 of 1.22; L1/L2 = 65/55 dB
SPL) using two different calibration methods (forward pressure level—FPL and in-the-ear—SPL) in
26 newborns. To assess repeatability, the probe was removed then re-inserted for a second round of
testing. Results indicate that HF DPOAEs can be evoked and are repeatable in newborns and the use
of FPL calibration shows promise for measuring HF responses and maximizing repeatability. To be
implemented in monitoring programs where the highest frequencies with responses are continuously
tested, stimulus parameters used to evoke newborn HF DPOAEs and calibration methods need
further exploration.

Keywords: distortion-product otoacoustic emissions; repeatability; newborns; spontaneous
otoacoustic emissions; high-frequency stimuli; calibration

1. Introduction

Otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) are low-level sounds generated by the active processes of the
cochlea, namely outer hair cells (OHCs). Evoked OAEs are generated in response to auditory stimuli,
while spontaneous OAEs naturally occur in the absence of stimulation. Distortion-product otoacoustic
emissions (DPOAEs) are generated by presenting two closely spaced pure-tones simultaneously in
the ear canal. The intermodulation distortion generated by the two pure tones at the level of the
basilar membrane generates several new acoustic frequency components, the largest being 2f1–f2 in
humans [1,2]. To generate DPOAEs, the higher frequency evoking stimulus tone, f2, and the lower
frequency stimulus tone, f1, must sufficiently overlap along the basilar membrane. This relationship
of the evoking stimuli is dictated by the frequency ratio (f2/f1). In addition to the frequency ratio, f1

and f2 are presented at a given level, which can be equivalent (L1 = L2), offset by a given amount
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(e.g., L1 = L2 + 10 dB), or one stimulus can be varied while the other is fixed (input/output function).
Traditionally, discrete frequencies (≤10 kHz) of the primary tones are varied with fixed levels (e.g., L1/L2

= 65/55 dB SPL) and ratio (1.22) for clinical applications. The 1.22 ratio is sufficient for determining
whether DPOAEs are present over a wide frequency range despite the fact this ratio does not
necessarily yield the largest DPOAE level at each tested frequency, which is especially true for higher
frequencies [3–5].

Over the last four decades, DPOAE responses have been characterized at frequencies (≤10 kHz)
across the lifespan in those with and without hearing loss [6–13]. Given DPOAEs provide
objective frequency specific information regarding cochlear health; one of the major applications
of this measurement lies in testing those who cannot provide reliable behavioral responses [14].
When comparing emissions measured in newborns and adults, findings indicate that the cochlear
mechanisms responsible for generating emissions are mature and adult-like at birth, but differences
in outer and middle ear properties can influence the forward transmission of signals [15]. DPOAE
levels in infants are higher than those measured in adults, suggesting age-related differences [8,16].
Specifically, newborns’ ear canal and middle ear spaces are non-adult like. As the newborn ages, the
inner two-thirds of the external auditory canal ossifies and the canal length increases resulting in
increased canal stiffness and decreased resonance [17]. The tympanic membrane rotates its angle more
vertically and decreases in thickness [18,19]. Middle ear mass decreases due to changes in ossicle bone
density and reduction of middle ear mesenchyme [20]. These developments, occurring over the course
of weeks to years, alter the acoustic properties of the newborn outer and middle ear, thus influencing
OAE measures.

Middle ear pathologies can reduce or extinguish OAE levels and should be monitored to ensure
that any variability in OAE levels are due to cochlear changes only [16]. Another way to reduce
DPOAE variability is to ensure accurate stimulus levels from one session to the next. Traditional
calibration procedures involve placing a measurement probe at the entrance to the ear canal which
creates standing waves, as not all of the sound is absorbed by the eardrum and some energy is reflected.
The microphone in the measurement probe will record a pressure null relative to the eardrum pressure
at approximately one-quarter of the wavelength of the stimulus frequency which corresponds to the
distance between the measurement probe and the eardrum [21,22]. This results in a discrepancy up to
15–20 dB between the sound pressures at the eardrum versus the measurement microphone [5,22,23].
Given that ear canal lengths and measurement probe insertions vary, the sound pressure discrepancy
occurs at frequencies greater than 2 kHz and a single correction factor cannot be applied [5,22].
Thus, alternative calibration methods have been explored to combat the issues of standing waves
to provide better control over stimulus and emission levels [24]. Forward pressure level (FPL) is
one such alternative where, in theory, the incident pressure is isolated allowing less susceptibility to
standing waves in an enclosed ear canal, which in turn provides better accuracy of stimulus levels
and consistent measurements [24–26]. With FPL, individual ear canal properties are accounted for
while avoiding influences of reflected pressure from the eardrum [26]. It is suggested that FPL can be
performed in any size ear canal and used to quantify stimulus levels up to 18 kHz [26]. To achieve
FPL calibration, the incident and reflected signals in the ear canal need to be differentiated. So, the
impedance characteristics of the source (measurement probe) and load (ear canal and eardrum) need
to be determined. Using the Thévenin-equivalent, a simplification of a complex electrical circuit, both
source pressure and impedance of the measurement probe is determined by presenting a wideband
chirp stimulus to at least two known acoustic loads (e.g., cylindrical cavities of varying lengths). Then,
the impedance of the load can be determined which allows the incident and reflected waves to be
segregated. Technical and computational details pertaining to FPL calibration can be found in the
literature [24–30]. The full extent of the influence of FPL on DPOAE measurements in newborns has
not been established given the continued ear canal and middle ear development over weeks to years
following birth. For example, the more flaccid ear canal walls of newborns will impact how sound
energy presented to the ear is reflected, which might influence whether FPL proves beneficial [31]. It is
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postulated that the calibration technique will have less influence on DPOAEs measured at frequencies
≤8 kHz versus those measured at higher frequencies (8–16 kHz) in newborns due to shorter ear
canal lengths (~15 mm; [17,32]) compared to adults (22–31 mm; [33,34]), resulting in standing waves
occurring at frequencies > 6 kHz in an enclosed ear canal [22]. Being attentive to ear canal and middle
ear development, as well as calibration techniques used, can aid in reducing variability in serial
DPOAE measures.

Once DPOAE variability is minimized, repeatability of the measurement needs to be determined
in order for DPOAE testing to be used in monitoring programs. Probe reinsertion is the single greatest
source of variability in OAE measures [35]. Significant DPOAE level changes for immediate test–retest
trials (no probe removal) or up to 5 to 10 days apart are defined as exceeding approximately 0.7
to 7 dB for frequencies between 0.5 and 5 kHz [36–38]. Greater variability is reported for higher
frequency measurements where a change of 2.3 to 8 dB constituted a significant change for frequencies
of 6–7 kHz [38,39]. To increase the accuracy for estimating DPOAE short-term test–retest change
expectations, a meta-analysis including data from 10 published studies was completed [40]. The 90%
reference limit for DPOAE test–retest changes ranged from±3.76 to±5.63 dB for f2 frequencies spanning
1 to 6 kHz. Additionally, reference limits increased slightly for the higher frequencies analyzed, 4 and
6 kHz [41].

DPOAE testing is used in serial monitoring programs due to its objective, quick, frequency-specific,
and repeatable nature [40–46], but testing is restricted to frequencies ≤10 kHz due to a lack of
commercially available equipment able to reliably produce stimulus tones >10 kHz. Ideally, cochlear
health would be monitored at the highest frequencies producing a response as this is where damage
initially occurs due to ototoxic drug exposures [47]. Using customized equipment, HF (up to 16 kHz)
DPOAEs have been measured [5,48] and are repeatable across testing sessions in normal-hearing young
adults and children [5,49–52], in those with cystic fibrosis tested between ototoxic treatments [51],
and identified the earliest signs of damage at the highest frequencies with present DPOAEs in adults
exposed to ototoxic agents [53], but have not been recorded in newborns. While DPOAEs may not be
recorded at the highest frequencies of human hearing for each individual based on their cochlear health,
it is imperative to monitor the highest frequencies with a response in individuals exposed to ototoxic
agents to identify the earliest signs of damage [53,54]. For clinical applications, this may necessitate
that higher stimulus levels, varied stimulus frequency ratios, and criteria defining a present DPOAE
may be altered to maximize monitoring capabilities at the highest frequencies for each individual.

As spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs) show sensitivity to cochlear damage, are present
in newborns, occur at higher frequencies in newborns compared to adults, and can influence DPOAE
levels [16,55–57], SOAEs should be measured continuously as well in monitoring programs. SOAEs
are sounds recorded from the inner ear without external stimulation. SOAEs arise from active cochlear
mechanisms and can influence DPOAE recordings. Those with SOAEs had significantly greater
DPOAE levels compared to those without detectable SOAEs in adults [16,58] and infants [16]. Given
that SOAE presence has significant effects on DPOAE responses, the effects should be considered in
clinical applications of DPOAE measurements. SOAE levels range between −18 to 25.5 dB SPL ([56,59]
and decrease with increasing age [60–62]. Strickland [62] reported SOAE levels as high as 29.3 dB
SPL in children and 30.4 dB SPL in infants. SOAEs recorded in infants, children, and adults, typically
occur within the frequency range of 1–5 kHz [63–65] and the average number of SOAEs per ear is
reported to be between 2 to 3 emissions [62,65]. As age increases, the frequency range of SOAEs tends
to decrease [61,65–67]. In children and infants the majority of SOAEs are recorded between 2.5–5 kHz,
whereas in adults most SOAEs are recorded between 1–2 kHz [60–62,64]. Less often, SOAEs have
been reported at frequencies of 7 kHz and higher [59,68]. The lack of recording higher-frequency
SOAEs may be related to limitations of some clinically available instruments with a 6.25 kHz upper
frequency cutoff [69]. Asymmetries in the number of SOAEs recorded between ears exist in children
and adults, with significantly more SOAEs recorded in the right ears of subjects with unilateral or
bilateral SOAEs [56,59,61,66,70,71]. Also, gender differences are apparent in infants and adults, with
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the prevalence and level of SOAEs greater in females compared to males [62,65,71–73]. While these
differences between ears and gender for SOAEs remain unexplained, McFadden [74] suggests that
these findings might be related to less efferent inhibition in females and in right ears. Additionally,
some studies report that females tend to have more SOAEs than their male counterparts [55,61,66].
When recording SOAEs in newborns, Qi et al. [55] reported that 56.7% of newborn ears exhibited
SOAEs and they occurred at higher frequencies than adults. More recently, Abdala et al. [54] reported
that 85% of newborns have at least one SOAE, with an average of four to five SOAEs per emitting ear.
Overall, a high percentage of newborns exhibit SOAEs and this measurement should not be ignored
when recording cochlear responses.

The purpose of this study is to measure and determine the repeatability of HF DPOAEs in
newborns and assess if there is an influence of calibration technique, in-the-ear SPL versus FPL, on the
measurements. Given a high percentage of newborns exhibit SOAEs, which can influence DPOAE
measures, SOAEs were recorded as well [75].

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Following parental consent, twenty-five term newborns (12 females, 13 males) with gestational
ages ranging from 37 to 41 weeks and one 36 week gestational age female newborn participated in
this study. All passed their newborn hearing screening using automated auditory brainstem response
testing (Natus Algo, click stimulus at 35 dBnHL) and were deemed eligible for participation because
they were all healthy and awaiting discharge. Predominantly, one ear of each newborn was tested
and was chosen based on ease of access, as the newborns were typically on their side in the bassinette.
Otoscopy was performed to ensure clear ear canals. A total of nine right and 18 left ears were evaluated,
as one newborn had their right ear tested for trial 1 and their left ear tested for trial 2. So, for each trial
26 ears were evaluated and the newborn who had a different ear tested for each trial was excluded in
the comparison made between trials. Each newborn’s chronological age at the time of testing ranged
from 1 to 3 days. The Institutional Review Boards at San Diego State University and University of
California, San Diego, approved this study before data were collected. The average weight was 3279 g
and 14 newborns were delivered vaginally, 11 by cesarean section (C-section), and 1 via vaginal birth
after cesarean (VBAC).

2.2. Equipment, Calibration, and Software

An emission probe system with all capabilities necessary to reliably measure DPOAES up to
16 kHz was used. The signals for both the f2 and f1 channels were generated at the digital-to-analog
converter of a MOTU 96 kHz Audio Firewire Interface (Cambridge, MA, USA), which was connected
to a laptop, and presented through the Etymotic Research ER-10X (Elk Grove Village, IL, USA), a
low-noise DPOAE probe assembly with built-in sound pressure transducers positioned in the subject’s
ear canal. The probe assembly also housed the emission probe microphone (ER-10X), which recorded
the sound pressure in the ear canal. The signal measured by the ER-10X microphone was amplified
(20 dB) before being digitized by the analog-to-digital converter of the MOTU Audio Firewire Interface.

Two methods of calibration were utilized. First, using EMAV software [76] the source pressure
and impedance of the emission probe system were estimated by presenting a chirp stimulus in SPL
to five cylindrical cavities of varying length (70.21, 55.32, 43.48, 37.9, and 31.50 mm) housed in the
ER10X unit. Thévenin source characteristics are obtained by repetitively solving five linear equations
to minimize the difference between measured and expected pressure responses. Error values of less
than one for each sound source were achieved and this indicates a good calibration. Once the probe
was placed in the newborns ear, the in-the-ear calibration phase of the test was performed and this
determined the load pressure. The Thévenin source characteristics previously obtained are combined
with the ear canal pressure measured in the newborn to calculate the load impedance, which is required
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to convert measured pressure in the ear canal to FPL [24–26]. Second, the stimulus and DPOAE levels
were measured at the plane of the emission probe microphone near the entrance to the ear canal for
conventional in-the-ear sound pressure level (SPL) calibration.

EMAV software was used to collect DPOAE data. The software samples the ear-canal sound
pressure in 46 ms time windows, accumulates these samples into two interleaved buffers, and averages
each buffer in the time domain. The two subaverages are then subtracted (A − B) and Fast Fourier
transformed to provide an estimate of the background noise floor. The grand average ([A + B]/2) is
transformed to estimate the levels and phases of both stimuli and distortion products present in the
ear canal. The level of the noise at the distortion-product frequencies is also estimated from the A–B
spectrum. Sampling occurred, for a minimum of 4 s or longer, until one of two stopping rules were met:
the noise floor at the distortion-product frequency was less than −20 dB SPL or until 4 s of artifact-free
sampling had been averaged. To estimate system distortion, probe microphone measurements were
made in an acoustic cavity (B&K 4157 ear simulator) with impedance characteristics similar to the
human ear canal. System distortion (energy recorded in the test cavity at 2f1–f2) was at least 80 dB
below the stimulus levels used in this study.

Spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs) were recorded using SysRes software[77] and the
ER10X probe. SysRes is capable of recording real time responses and a sample rate of 32 kHz was
used to record SOAEs. A total of 65,536 samples were recorded for a total of one average. No
stimulus was used during the recording. A fast Fourier transform was performed on the saved average.
Spectral averaging was used to decrease the variance of the noise and allow the measurement of small
level SOAEs. In total there were 3639 frequencies evaluated ranging from 0.001 through 15.989 kHz
(in 0.004395 Hz steps).

2.3. Procedures

Following consent, testing was performed in the mother’s hospital room while the newborn was
swaddled in their bassinet or occasionally in a parent’s arm. Despite only one family per hospital
room, the testing environment was not ideal as family members and nursing staff would come and
go, visitors did not always abide by the request to keep noise at a minimum, and no incentives
were given to assist in the data collection process. Thus, the test team had little control over the test
environment. Newborns were tested while awake and quiet or during natural sleep and testing took
approximately 20 to 40 min. Stimulus parameters were chosen to mimic typical clinical procedures.
DPOAE testing was conducted at discrete frequencies (f2 = 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 kHz) using an
f2/f1 = 1.22. Stimulus levels were L1/L2 = 62/52 dB FPL and 65/55 dB SPL depending on the method
chosen for calibration, FPL or SPL. At the start of the session, adequate probe insertion was assessed
by determining if the probe was leaking and if a 1

2 wave resonance of greater than 8 kHz, typical for
an adult ear with a shorter ear canal length, was measured. SysRes software was used to ensure the
probe was not leaking by presenting a chirp stimulus and examining the frequency response. If a
drop in pressure was noted below 1 kHz, a leak was suspected and the probe was reinserted. The 1

2
wave resonance of the newborn ear canal was recorded using EMAV software and a chirp stimulus.
Measured resonances ranged between 9.5 and 11.6 kHz. Once an adequate probe insertion was
obtained, discrete frequency sweeps (7 frequencies) were collected starting with SPL and ending with
FPL calibration techniques. Two authors were present for data collection. One operated the equipment
while the other monitored the probe in the newborn’s ear. If the probe shifted, data collection was
paused until probe placement resulted in the same 1

2 wave resonance as initially measured. Typically,
it took under two minutes to collect the data for each discrete frequency sweep. Following the discrete
frequency sweep measurement with SPL and FPL calibrations, the probe was removed completely and
the testing was repeated, first ensuring adequate probe placement with 1

2 wave resonances matched
from the previous recording. Thus, test-retest repeatability for each calibration method was assessed
by completely removing the probe from the newborn’s ear canal and reinserting, resulting in a total of
four trials (two discrete frequency sweeps using dB FPL and two discrete frequency sweeps using dB
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SPL). If time permitted and the newborn remained quiet, SOAEs were collected two times, but without
probe removal.

Initial testing occurred using the smallest silicone eartip (3–5 mm Flanged Sanibel Red Silicone)
available for use with the ER10X probe, herein referred to as red eartip. Upon initial evaluation of
the data, it was realized that many newborns had DPOAEs that would not be classified as present,
see data analysis, in comparison to a pilot study using the ER10B+ and a 3 or 4 mm silicone eartip.
It was determined that the red eartip used in the current study was slightly different than the one
used previously with the ER10B+. After consultations with those that measure DPOAEs in newborns
(personal communication Abdala & Luo, 2018), we chose to modify a yellow silicone eartip (3 mm
Flanged Sanibel Yellow Silicone), herein referred to as yellow eartip. The yellow eartip was modified
by trimming the base to allow a snug fit on the ER10X probe. A deeper and tighter insertion in the
ear was achieved with the smaller yellow eartip. See Figure 1 for a photographic reproduction of the
eartips used in this study.
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Figure 1. The red eartip (3–5 mm Flanged Sanibel Red Silicone) used initially in this study is shown on
the left and the yellow eartip (3 mm Flanged Sanibel Yellow Silicone) used for the remainder of the
study is shown on the right.

2.4. Data Analysis

All discrete frequency sweeps and SOAE data were imported to a spreadsheet for analyses.
Only DPOAE level and noise floor data were evaluated at each frequency from the sweep. DPOAE
levels had to be 6 dB above the noise floor and greater than −20 dB SPL to be considered present
and included in the average data. As a result, not every data point is the average of all 26 newborns.
The number of newborns included in the average varied and is indicated in the figures. SOAEs were
deemed present if the level exceeded the surrounding data points by minimally 3 dB and then a visual
inspection of the spectrum was completed to determine if the higher level than the surrounding points
appeared viable. Three of the co-authors completed the visual inspection of the data separately and
discussed any points where there was not a consensus. Generally speaking, the frequency region
necessitating the greatest discussions occurred at frequencies less than 1.5 kHz where recordings were
the noisiest. For those newborns where SOAEs were tested two times, the frequencies where SOAEs
were deemed present had to occur in both trials.

3. Results

3.1. Measurement of HF DPOAEs (up to 16 kHz)

DPOAEs elicited with HF stimuli can be measured in newborns. Average DPOAE levels compared
with the average noise floor from 2 through to 16 kHz across the two trials for each calibration method
are shown in Figure 2 for newborns with present emissions. The left panel in Figure 2 displays
the results obtained with FPL calibration and in the right panel are the results from traditional SPL
calibration. In each panel, the solid and long-dashed lines represent trial 1 and 2, respectively, and
error bars are standard error of the mean (SEM). The short-dashed lines denote the average noise
floor across the two test trials for those who had present DPOAEs. It should be noted that, despite
using research equipment, the average noise floor levels are higher (worse) at all frequencies than have
been recorded when testing in a quiet room within a clinic [51] and in a room housed in an infusion
center [53], but are no worse, and actually better, than the typical noise floor measured with clinical
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equipment. For DPOAE levels to be considered present a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 6 dB and a
level greater than −20 dB SPL needed to be met, so not every data point includes data deemed present
from all 26 ears at each of the seven frequencies tested. In addition, one newborn was too noisy to be
tested with the final discrete frequency sweep using FPL calibration so there are only 25 newborns
represented in trial 2 for FPL calibration. The number of newborns with present DPOAEs at each
frequency for each trial are indicated just above the frequency on the x-axis. The top row of numbers
is for trial 1 and the bottom row for trial 2. The frequency with the greatest number of ears with
present DPOAEs is 8 kHz, no matter which calibration method is used. Generally, the least number of
newborns with present DPOAEs occurred at the lowest (2 kHz) and highest (16 kHz) frequency tested
for both calibration methods. When examining data from all frequencies tested (n = 357), for data
obtained with FPL calibration, 56 (16%) data points did not meet the overall level criterion of > −20 dB
SPL whereas 113 (32%) of the data did not meet the criterion of a 6 dB SNR. If we examine these same
values for frequencies of 10 through 16 kHz (n = 203) and 2 through 8 kHz (n = 154), 50 (25%) and 6 (4%)
did not meet the criterion of > −20 dB SPL and 55 (27%) and 58 (38%) did not meet the criterion of a
6 dB SNR, respectively. For SPL calibration, when examining data from all frequencies tested (n = 364),
78 (21%) data points did not meet the overall level criterion of > −20 dB SPL whereas 118 (32%) of the
data did not meet the criterion of a 6 dB SNR. While examining these same values for frequencies of 10
through 16 kHz (n = 207) and 2 through 8 kHz (n = 157), 63 (31%) and 13 (8%) did not meet the criterion
of > −20 dB SPL and 53 (26%) and 65 (41%) did not meet the criterion of a 6 dB SNR, respectively.
This means that the majority of the data that did not meet the criteria of present at frequencies of
2 through 8 kHz were due to poor SNR, which is apparent with the high noise floors seen at these
frequencies. Whereas, for frequencies of 10 through 16 kHz both poor SNR and decreased levels led to
the classification of not present. For those with present DPOAEs, results are similar across the trials
for both calibration methods. The overall DPOAE level is similar across the two calibration methods
with the greatest levels occurring for frequencies of 8 kHz and below. The minimum, maximum, and
average difference between DPOAE levels using FPL and SPL calibrations across both trials are 0.29
(16 kHz T1), 5.08 (12 kHz T2), and 2.16 dB, respectively. FPL calibration resulted in larger DPOAE
levels 10 out of 14 times when making comparisons for both trials.
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3.2. Effect of Calibration Method on Repeatability of HF DPOAEs  

To examine if one calibration method results in less variability between measurements with 
probe removal in newborns, the average absolute difference in DPOAE levels between the two trials 
is plotted. If DPOAE levels are identical between trials the difference would be zero. To be included 
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Figure 2. Average distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE) levels across frequencies tested
using either Forward pressure level (FPL) (left panel) or sound pressure level (SPL) (right panel) for
calibration in newborns with present DPOAEs. The solid lines represent trial 1 and the long-dashed
lines represent trial 2. Standard errors are shown. The short-dashed lines are the average noise floor for
both trials. The number of newborns (n) with present DPOAEs for each frequency are indicated, where
the top value is for trial 1 and the bottom value is for trial 2.
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3.2. Effect of Calibration Method on Repeatability of HF DPOAEs

To examine if one calibration method results in less variability between measurements with probe
removal in newborns, the average absolute difference in DPOAE levels between the two trials is
plotted. If DPOAE levels are identical between trials the difference would be zero. To be included in
this difference plot, newborns had to have data for each trial tested for at least one calibration method.
While the number of observations is less than when considering only one trial, visual and descriptive
analyses were still performed. As seen in Figure 3, the DPOAE level variability from trial 1 to 2 is
similar for both FPL, light-blue short-dashed line, and SPL, black solid line, calibrations. At the highest
frequencies tested (12–16 kHz), there is a trend that FPL shows slightly less variability in DPOAE
levels across the two trials compared to SPL with an average absolute difference between trials of 2.31
versus 3.87 dB, respectively. The greatest variability between the two trials occurred at the two lowest
frequencies tested for each calibration method.
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Figure 3. Average absolute DPOAE level difference between trials 1 and 2 across frequency for
newborns that had present DPOAEs for each trial. DPOAEs collected with FPL calibration are shown
with open light-blue squares and a short-dashed line and those collected with SPL calibration are
shown with black solid triangles and a solid line. The number of data points (n) for each frequency are
indicated, where the top value is for FPL and the bottom value is for SPL. Standard errors are shown.

3.3. Effect of Eartip Fit on the Measurement of HF DPOAEs

As mentioned in the methods section, part way through data collection a modified yellow
eartip was used versus the smallest red eartip that was slated for use with the ER10X (Figure 1).
The yellow eartip yielded a greater number of present DPOAEs, approximately 10%, than the red
eartip. Twenty-one newborns were tested with the red eartip, but only 15 had usable data (71%)
in comparison to 12 newborns tested with the yellow eartip and 11 having usable data (92%). A
deeper insertion depth was achieved with the smaller yellow eartip. As seen in Figure 4, there is a
negligible difference in average DPOAE levels between the red and yellow eartip using FPL calibration
(left panel), whereas the yellow eartip generally resulted in larger DPOAE levels using SPL calibration
(right panel) across the frequencies tested. Red symbols indicate data collected with the red eartip and
gray symbols represent data collected with the yellow eartip and the red and gray solid and dashed
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lines represent trial 1 and 2, respectively. The number of data points for each eartip color at each
frequency are indicated in the figure.
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Figure 4. Average DPOAE levels in newborns across frequency using either a red (red symbols) or
yellow (gray symbols) eartip and FPL (left panel) or SPL (right panel) for calibration. Solid lines
in the top panels represent trial 1 and long-dashed lines in the bottom panels represent trial 2 data.
Short-dashed lines in all panels denote the average noise floor for each condition. The number of data
points for each frequency are indicated at the top or bottom of the standard error bars in each plot.

3.4. Measurement of SOAEs

Following DPOAE data collection, 21 of the 26 newborns were quiet enough to record spontaneous
otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs) in the same ear where DPOAEs had been recorded. SOAEs were
recorded and repeated without probe removal. To be considered an SOAE, the level had to be at least
3 dB greater than the surrounding points at both lower and higher frequencies, three co-authors had
to agree that the SOAE was not noise, and identified SOAEs had to be present in both trials. Noise
in the data varied among newborns making identification of SOAEs difficult in some, which is why
three co-authors had to agree that the SOAEs identified did not appear random. While the minimum
starting point was a level with an SNR of 3 dB in the spectrum, more often than not the SNR values
were greater.

Data from one newborn (male) were too noisy to interpret and two newborns (one male and one
female) had data that were quiet enough to analyze, but no SOAEs were identified. Thus, SOAEs are
present in 18 newborns (86%), ten females and eight males. The number of SOAEs per ear examined
range from 1–10 with an average of 4.94 SOAEs per newborn. A total of 47 and 54 SOAEs were
identified in the females and males, respectively. SOAEs are present at frequencies ranging from
1.05–12.25 kHz, with 68% between 1–4 kHz, 18% between 4–8 kHz, and 14% above 8 kHz. SOAE levels
range from −18.76 to 27.05 dB SPL. SOAEs from one newborn are shown in Figure 5.
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4. Discussion

Previously, HF (up to 16 kHz) DPOAEs have been measured in normal-hearing children [48,49,52]
and young adults [5,48,50,78]. However, DPOAE levels are reduced at higher frequencies compared to
conventional frequencies and are not always present for every individual at the highest frequencies
tested [5,48,50,78]. Newborns compared to children and adults have different ear canal and middle ear
characteristics [8,15], which can influence DPOAE measures. Thus, it was unknown if HF DPOAEs
could be evoked in newborns and if newer calibration techniques that offer more stability and less
variability would influence measurements. DPOAEs up to 16 kHz are measurable in some newborns
and the average DPOAE levels are comparable across frequencies for both calibration methods and
trials and decline at frequencies greater than 8 kHz (Figure 2). Declining DPOAE levels as frequency
is increased have been reported previously in term newborns, children, and adults [5,7,8,48–50,52].
Unlike previous studies which measured DPOAEs out to 16 kHz and demonstrated the largest DPOAE
levels occurring around 4–5 kHz in children (≥3 years) and adults [5,48–50,52], the newborns in this
study showed a peak DPOAE level at 8 kHz. This peak in DPOAE level occurring at a higher frequency
in newborns, no matter which calibration method was used, could be reflective of non-adult-like outer
and middle ears. However, given the unequal number of data points across the frequencies, further
evaluation is needed to determine if this trend remains in a larger sample size. In term newborns,
Abdala and Dhar [8] report DPOAE levels peaking around 1 kHz (17 dB SPL) and declining as frequency
increased to approximately 6 dB SPL slightly less than 4 kHz. In addition, Abdala et al. [7] report mean
DPOAE levels of 13.6 and 9.5 dB SPL at 2 and 4 kHz, respectively, declining to 5.8 dB SPL at 8 kHz.
Mean DPOAE levels in the current study at 2 and 4 kHz were less than 5 dB SPL, whereas levels at 8 kHz
approached 5 dB SPL. Thus, it might not be that our data peaks at 8 kHz, but that our data declines at 2
and 4 kHz compared to other term newborns and this should be explored further. The average noise
floor is greatest at the lowest frequencies tested and declines at the highest frequencies tested, similar to
previous reports [7,48,49,52]. The higher noise floor at the lowest frequencies tested would hinder the
identification of lower level DPOAEs at these frequencies. When data were deemed unusable because
the criteria for a present DPOAE were not met, the predominant reason for not meeting the inclusion
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criteria at the lowest frequencies tested was due to SNR values less than 6 dB and with elevated noise
floors it is difficult to obtain high SNR values. The fewest data points for analysis did occur at the
lowest and highest frequencies tested. At the highest frequencies evaluated, both SNR and decreased
DPOAE levels were responsible for data being classified as not present. To illustrate this point further,
if the average noise floor for one trial and one calibration method for all 26 newborns were calculated
at 16 kHz and then all data for that trial and calibration method were compared to the average noise
floor not the individual newborn’s noise floor, approximately six more newborns would have had
present DPOAEs. While the average noise floors are not too high in those newborns with present
DPOAEs (Figure 2), individual noise floors for each newborn could have had a spike that deemed
the data not present. In adults and children at the highest frequencies tested (up to 16 kHz), average
noise floors are less and DPOAE levels are higher than were recorded in the current study [5,48–50,52].
The testing environment for the current study also could have contributed to overall higher noise
floors than previously recorded in clinical and patient rooms where it was only the tester and the
patient [51,53]. Often, family members in addition to the parents were present during testing, as were
nursing staff. It was stressed that this was a “hearing test,” but often the quiet environment did not
remain stable throughout testing. Still, as the noise floor was the least at the highest frequencies tested,
further study is warranted to maximize DPOAE responses at frequencies up to 16 kHz in newborns.
While a stimulus frequency ratio of 1.22 was used in the current study, narrower ratios have been
proposed as generating larger DPOAE levels at higher frequencies in adults [5]. Additionally, higher
stimulus levels result in larger DPOAE levels [48,78]. So, if the goal is to generate a DPOAE at the
highest frequencies possible for monitoring purposes, stimulus parameters required to maximize HF
DPOAE recordings in newborns need to be determined as this can in turn benefit repeated recordings.

To determine if HF DPOAE levels are repeatable in newborns, initial measurements were made
and then the probe was removed and reinserted. Probe removal has been reported to be the greatest
source of variability in DPOAE measures [35]. For monitoring purposes, several measurements are
made over time and compared to a baseline measure. One metric used for making comparisons across
trials is to examine the average absolute differences between trials. In the current study, average
absolute differences between trials collapsed across frequency (2–16 kHz) were 3.64 (SD = 3.27) and
3.59 (SD = 2.84) for FPL and SPL calibrations, respectively. These results in newborns are similar to
those reported in children aged 3 to 6 and 10 to 12 years collapsed across frequency (2–16 kHz) with
average absolute differences between trials of 3.56 (SD = 3.68) and 3.37 (SD = 3.73), respectively [49,52],
utilizing an alternate calibration technique to better control stimulus levels. If only frequencies between
10 through 16 kHz are examined for newborns, the average absolute difference between trials was
2.82 (SD = 2.68) for FPL and 3.43 (SD = 2.62) for SPL calibrations. These results are less variable than
for young, normal-hearing adults using SPL calibration [5] and more variable than cystic fibrosis
patients monitored between ototoxic treatments using alternate calibration techniques [51] with average
absolute differences between trials of 5.15 (SD = 4.40) and 1.96 (SD = 2.19), respectively. It should be
noted that the newborns in this study only had DPOAEs measured in one session compared to the other
literature referenced for comparison which involved data collection minimally across several hours,
but more often at least two different days. Previously, the calibration method used has been shown
to influence DPOAE repeatability measured in children, normal-hearing adults, and patients, but is
inconclusive in newborns. However, FPL did not perform any worse than SPL calibrations, as overall
DPOAE levels, noise floors, and average differences between trials for all frequencies were similar
for both methods. This warrants further exploration using FPL calibration techniques in newborns,
especially at frequencies known to be affected by standing waves.

Despite the inconclusive results in newborns in regard to repeated measurements benefiting from
using FPL calibration (Figure 3), the results are promising and merit further study, especially at higher
frequencies. Average absolute differences between trials for 12 through 16 kHz were 2.31 (SD = 2.57)
and 3.87 (SD = 2.82) for FPL and SPL, respectively. Souza et al. [24] reported that SPL calibration is
less able to overcome errors related to probe placement in an enclosed ear canal. For adults, standing
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wave effects created by closing off the ear canal result in alterations of DPOAE levels for frequencies
between 3 and 7 kHz [5]. For newborns who have shorter ear canal lengths than adults (13–23 mm vs.
25–30 mm), the standing wave effects influence higher frequencies [79]. The frequency region where
FPL calibration trended less variable results between trials was only seen at the higher frequencies
tested in newborns. A larger sample size is needed to definitively determine if FPL versus SPL
calibration is more beneficial for repeated measures at higher frequencies. Overall, it is difficult to
get the same exact probe placement in the ear canal for serial measurements and FPL can assist in
combatting added variability due to inconsistent probe placements [24].

In order to monitor cochlear health, baseline measurements have to be recorded, thus the fit of the
probe tip is crucial. When the yellow eartip that provided a deeper insertion into the ear canal was
used, a greater number of newborns (92%) and DPOAE responses were recorded compared to the red
eartip (71%). The difference in the recorded DPOAE levels across frequency for the FPL calibration
method for the red versus the yellow eartip is negligible (Figure 4), consistent with the literature that
FPL is not as heavily influenced by probe placement and insertion depth [24–26]. However, for SPL
calibrations, the yellow eartip generally yielded greater DPOAE levels at most frequencies tested.
Monitoring a patient’s half wave resonance to ensure a deep insertion in the ear canal and similar
placements for subsequent measures will help reduce variability in DPOAE measures. In addition,
monitoring SOAEs is beneficial as these responses also can influence DPOAE levels.

Abdala et al. [75] reported that 85% of newborns have at least one SOAE, with an average of
four to five SOAEs per emitting ear. Similarly, in the current study, SOAEs were identified in 86% of
newborns with an average of five SOAEs per newborn. Others report that a greater number of SOAEs
and higher levels are recorded in females than males [55,61,62,65,66,71–73]. The number of male and
female newborns with present SOAEs was similar and the average number of present SOAEs was
higher in males (6.75/ear) compared to females (4.7/ear). The SOAE average levels for females and
males were only separated by 1 dB, with the females displaying the greater levels. Prieve et al. [16]
reported that those with SOAEs had significantly greater DPOAE levels. Given the high percentage
of newborns with present SOAEs, 32% recorded at frequencies >4 kHz, the recording parameters to
evoke HF DPOAEs needs to be maximized in newborns so the influence of SOAE presence on DPOAE
characteristics can be examined.

5. Conclusions

HF DPOAEs are measurable and repeatable in newborns. While DPOAE repeatability is similar
between FPL and SPL calibration methods, the results are promising for improved results with FPL
calibration, warranting further exploration. Deeper probe tip insertions resulted in a greater number
of DPOAEs recorded in newborns, regardless of the calibration method used. Overall, for monitoring
cochlear function at the highest frequencies with present DPOAEs, alternate calibration methods
and eartips allowing a deeper insertion have the potential for maximizing the measurement of and
repeatability of responses in newborns. SOAEs were measured in 86% of newborns with 32% of the
recorded SOAEs occurring at frequencies greater than 4 kHz. Stimulus parameters need to be explored
further and maximized for the measurement of HF DPOAEs, as well as determining the repeatability
of these measures across sessions in newborns so these measures can be utilized in serial monitoring
programs. Further examination of calibration techniques impact and the influence of SOAE presence
on HF DPOAE measures need to be conducted in newborns. The results of this initial work show
promise for developing objective measures of basal cochlear health in newborns.
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